
Hamigu�'� Asia� Fusio� Men�
502 E Pine St, Edgewood I-75117-3141, United States

+19038962777 - http://www.facebook.com/HamiguasAsianDiner/

A complete menu of Hamigua's Asian Fusion from Edgewood covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found
here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Hamigua's Asian Fusion:
I eat a LOT of Asian food. Mostly Asian food. I live in Carrollton so I know and have access to a LOT of good

Asian food.This place is some good Chinese food. Frankly, my favorite. I order from them every time I go through
Edgewood, and that’s not an exaggeration. If you want good food that is ALWAYS very reliably good, order from
here. Family owned and they are all great people too. Everything is good, you won’t be... read more. The place
also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather, And into the accessible spaces

also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Hamigua's Asian
Fusion:

very generic tasting. my garlic chicken and brokkoli bark tasted as if it had been cooked in the same exact sauce.
eating is not terrible, but something like panda express is much better. read more. In the kitchen of Hamigua's
Asian Fusion in Edgewood, original Asian spices fine traditional courses are prepared, Many visitors are

particularly looking forward to the experience of versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is
also an important part of Hamigua's Asian Fusion. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known dishes

too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of
ingredients enjoy.
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Mai� course�
CRAB

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Chicke�
KUNG PAO CHICKEN

SWEET SOUR CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

TERIYAKI

TRAVEL

BEEF

CHICKEN TERIYAKI

BROCCOLI

CHICKEN

EGG
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